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Ohio Law Reviews And Journals on Medical Malpractice


“Limitation On Recovery Of Damages Medical Malpractice Cases: A Violation Of Equal Protection?”
54 U. Cin. L. Rev. 1329 (1986)

“ ‘Calling Doctor Love’: The Physician-Patient Sexual Relationship As Grounds For Medical Malpractice – Society Pays While The Doctor And Patient Play”

“The Effect Of State Medical Malpractice Caps On Damages Awarded Under The Emergency Medical Treatment And Active Labor Act (42 U.S.C. § 1395dd)”

“When The Law Gets In The Way: The Dissonant Link Of Deterrence And Compensation In The Law Of Medical Malpractice”

“McMullen v. Ohio State University Hospitals: Legal Recovery For Terminally Ill And Injured Patients Without The Lost Chance Doctrine”
32 U. Tol. L. Rev. 451 (Spring, 2001)

“The Continued Existence And Benefit Of Medicine’s Autonomous Law In Today’s Health Care System”
24 Dayton L. Rev. 215 (Winter, 1999)

“A Physician’s Perspective On Mediation Arbitration Clauses In Physician-Patient Contracts”